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CAROLINAS ENERGY ASSOCIATES AND

 
    SUSTAINABILITY CONSULTANTS, LLC

Established during 2010, Carolinas Energy Associates 
and Sustainability Consultants, LLC is led by 

president, Gary Williams, whose 25 years of 
combined experience in the engineering 

profession, energy management training, and 
renewable energy business build the solid 
foundation for the energy efficiency and 
sustainability consulting company.

As your sustainability consultant 
and ENERGY STAR partner, we will 
jointly help your organisation apply all 
the aspects of the ENERGY STAR 
Guidelines for Energy Management, 
a requirement toward receiving a 
certificate of achievement and a listing 
in EPA’s ENERGY STAR certified plant 
registry.

Member of:

Carolinas Energy Associates and Sustainability Consultants, LLC is a strategic advisory 
consulting firm specialising in energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies.

We are passionate about sustainability and provide expertise in developing innovative strategies 
that deliver long term profitability and environmental impacts to companies that are serious 
about improving their sustainability performance and energy efficiency programmes.



SERVICE

A. ‘ENERGY STAR’ plant certification / challenge for industry

  ENERGY STAR certifies verifiable achievement of an actual level of energy 
performance, while certification to ISO 50001 confirms an organisation has 
specified systems in place.

B. Establish ‘carbon treasure hunts’ (Energy Hunt - Go and See)

  Together, we will establish and train ‘carbon treasure hunt’ teams in your 
organisation to better understand key environmental issues and energy saving 
opportunities to reduce the carbon footprint and CO2 emissions.

  A ‘carbon treasure hunt’ differs from traditional energy audits by empowering 
your employees to take the initiative by focusing and supporting continuous 
improvements, which often can be made immediately and without significant 
expenditures.

C. Establish ‘green teams’ – by engaging employees in sustainability

  Company case studies indicate that while there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach 
to sustainability education; engaging employees at every level of the company is 
essential to successful initiatives. As your consulting facilitator, we will help you 
develop your sustainability road map, show you how to engage your employees 
in sustainability, and become an employer of choice.

D. Bringing the green into Six Sigma – DMAGIC

  We teach your Six Sigma teams the steps needed to implement the ‘G’ or
 ‘Green It Up’ phase to the DMAIC process, creating ‘DMAGIC’; this step is
 designed to ensure that every improvement project addresses environmental
 concerns, maintaining a socially responsible role within the community it serves.

  In the ‘Green’ phase of each project, an environmental matrix is used to identify 
the root causes of environmental issues before developing countermeasures.

E. Measuring, reducing and offsetting GHG (Greenhouse Gas) emissions

   As your sustainability consultant and ‘GHG - Greenhouse Gas’ programme 
coordinator, we will help you implement the key elements of a GHG management

  programme. This will include measuring and reducing GHG emissions, while 
exploring the best practices for each.

Organisations committed to sustainability are taking steps necessary 
to manage their GHG emissions and reduce their climate impact. 
These companies are building strong business cases for managing 
their GHG emissions, including cost savings, brand enhancement 
and other forms of competitive advantage.

OFFERING:


